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New pathways debut on campus

Initially annoyed by the placement of the new sidewalk, students have quickly adapted to the "Brougher Byway"
Photo by LEVI BOWERS | The Crescent

By KASEY CARTER
Crescent Staff

In October the quad of George
Fox University welcomed a new
sidewalk. This new sidewalk was

built a few parallel feet away from
the narrow, broken walkway that
used

to

exist

between

Minthorn

and Brougher. Placement of the
new sidewalk is part of long-term
plans for campus renovation.
According to Superintendent
of Building Repair John Heitz, this
new walkway has become known
as the "Brougher Byway," and the
new sidewalk is just the first adjust

ment that will happen in the quad.
The next sidewalk will connect the

The newly remodeled bridge as It appears now
Photo by 5HARAYAH GRACIANI | The Crescent

"Fanpires" win!

Brougher Byway and Minthorn.
Director of Plant Services Clyde
Thomas said building the Brougher
Byway took about three weeks of
i n t e r m i t t e n t w o r k t o fi n i s h d u e t o

other jobs, work requests and poor

w e a t h e r.

Following this construction, the
sidewalk that connects Hoover and

the Student Union Building will be
remodeled. Due to cracking caused
by the roots of trees, a section of
the sidewalk has become a tripping
hazard, requiring repair. The side
walk will be built to curve around

Crescent Staff

George Fox University Is gearing

up for the first year of its newly ap
proved graduate Physical Therapy

the more challenging fields of study
to be accepted into; something that
should motivate George Fox gradu
ates to stay in Newberg for gradu

next fall.

o u t W i n s l o w.

According to the program di

rector Tyler Cuddeford, the class

"Our charter class will have 32
students, and over the next few

Monday night's Lip Sync winners. Marcus Gabriel, Emily Johnson and Isaac
Widdicombe in their Twillght-themed routine.
Photos by TYLER ZIMMERMAN | The Crescent

years as we get the process figured
out, we'll increase to 40 students

per class,"Cuddeford said.
Currently Pacific University in
Forest Grove is the only school with
a physical therapy program in the
state of Oregon. That often means

sium and Le Shana was remodeled.

Crescent

at

a

G l a n c e
N e w s
Where the Bingo money goes

ate school.

"If you graduate from George
Fox then you get an automatic bid
in the interview process," pointed

dents.

New sidewalks on campus
aren't the only recent construc
tion projects. Over the summer, the
bridge connecting Wheeler Gymna

Wood for the new railings came
from two latqe redwoods taken out
Campus sidewalks have been
traditionally four feet wide. In order in order to enlarge Fulton St when
to accommodate more people,
Le Shana was built.
Plant Services vehicles and poten
Due to the outdated, and now
tially bikes, the new sidewalks will
illegal, horizontal railings, the bridge
be poured five and six feet wide,
required a new railing system. Heitz
and Associate Director of Plant Ser
depending on their 'location on
vices Dan Schutter designed a new
campus.
Last year a sidewalk was added
vertical rail system.
behind Wheeler Gymnasium, pro
New sidewalks and renovations
to the bridge are just a few of the
viding safer passage for visiting
Friendsview residents. The former
recent changes. As the needs of the
sidewalk had become a hazard,
student body grow and change, the
causing falls and twisted ankles. The
campus will necessarily grow, too.

program. The university will be
accepting its first class for the
program, which is on track to start

will be made up of about 32 stu

and down the hill into Hess Creek.

the reach of the roots.

George Fox adds Physical
Therapy graduate program
By CHRIS REIMER

new sidewalk has a strategic railing
meant to guard wheelchairs in par
ticular from falling off the sidewalk
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"[We combine] the
elements of what we

do best already at Fox..,
teaching state-of-the-

Sports
Interlude Dance

art research..."
F e a t u r e
The program itself will be three

-The Crescent takes a look at

t h a t s t u d e n t s - i n t e r e s t e d I n t h e fi e l d

years in length, and according to

Rachel Morell's photos

would be forced to travel some

Cuddeford, it will consist of "four

distance even to find a program in
which to study.

main components, which include

-SCORR

"I was just looking at anywhere
I could find a FT program at, mostly
in California," said senior Jacob

Winslow, a prospective Physical
Therapy student.

Physical Therapy programs are
generally considered to be among

foundational sciences... . physical
therapy sciences ... clinical inquiry
... and clinical education."

Cuddeford has high hopes for
the new program and said,, "We
strive to be one of the top
See THERAPY I page 2

* Opinion
-Downside to Black Friday?
-Fair trade vs. Starbucks
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Upcoming Home Events:

Senior soccer athletes leave a legacy

Men's Basketball
N o v. 2 6 v s . N o r t h w e s t C h r i s t i a n

7 p.m.

By SARAH BRASE
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

What's your most memorable
experience on the soccer team?

What's your most memorable
experience on the soccer team?

I loved our California trip this
year. Also, watching Alyssa win

Some of my most memorable
experiences have come from the

direct our goalie coach from the
fi e l d .

would reach out to me as a younger
player by Just hanging out.

What does it mean to you to be
a captain?

What have you learned through
your leadership role as a captain?

I really wanted to focus on the

Being a leader on the team has
definitely taught me to be more
vocal and become the best example
I could. It has also taught me to
be disciplined, and never give up.
Though there were times I wanted
to take it easy after losing games I
felt compelled to push myself even
harder, up until the last game of the

times when seniors on the team

world cup last year and hearing her

Name: Shannon Olson
s e n i o r, w o m e n ' s s o c c e r t e a m

captain

When did you start playing
soccer?

I played [recreational] soccer for
a year when I was seven and started
playing club soccer when I was
eight.
How did you end up playing
soccer at George Fox?
I transferred into George Fox
last year and wanted to join the
soccer team because one; 1 love
soccer, and two; I knew it would be

a great way to make friends.
What do you love most about
the sport?
I love the team aspect and that
no matter how good any one indi
vidual player is it takes the whole
team to win or lose a game. I love
the competitive aspect of the game
and the relationships that result

from playing together.
In your opinion, what is the
most challenging part about
playing soccer?
It's hard to focus mentally when
I get frustrated. It's also really hard
to bounce back after a tough loss.

Civil War
B y M A K E N Z I E D AV I S
Crescent Staff

The Oregon Civil War: the game
that every Oregonian football fan
anticipates. This year, the game is
set to take place in Eugene on Sat
urday Nov. 26 at 12:30 p.m.
The two teams are the Univer

overall well-being of each girl on
the team and not Just view them as
soccer players. I wanted to promote
a sense of unity between the new
and returning players and provide
the girls with opportunities to get
to know each other on a deeper

Name: Josh Couch

s e n i o r, m e n ' s s o c c e r t e a m
captain

l e v e l o n a n d o f f t h e fi e l d . I w a n t e d

to maintain a high level of inten
sity during practice and motivate
the girls to always strive to do their
best, keeping our focus on the Lord

When did you start playing
soccer?

and not on our frustrations.

How have the coaches impact
ed you? Teammates?

I started playing soccer when
was in second grade. I never

wanted to play, but my parents

On a personal level, Andy cares
deeply about all his players and that
has really set him apart from all the
other coaches I have had. We have

such a wonderful group of girls and
coaches; it has really been an honor
being a part of this team.

made me play on a team. I was very
shy when I was little, but have never
looked back on their decision.

I have played soccer at George
Fox for four years
What do you love most about
the sport?

I would love to coach someday
and definitely will continue to play
for fun in indoor/outdoor leagues.

soccer coach, said, "Shannon has

There are a lot of aspects about
soccer that 1 like. I like moving a

There Is a history.
According to the OSU Alumni
Association, the first game between
See CIVIL WAR I page 8

What do you see in the future
for your involvement with soccer?
My future involvement in soccer
includes pick-up games, the George
Fox Alumni game, practicing with
guys in the off-season, and playing
with the kids in my neighborhood.

has definitely been an example of
the type of work-ethic that we have

developing that.

in your opinion, what is the
most challenging part about
playing soccer?

players and coaching staff and how
she liaises between the two. She is

an example on the field and off and
cares for people at a very deep level.
Shannon is a tremendous example

The biggest challenge in soccer
Is developing a team instead of a

w;»nted the team to be about, and

there's a huge difference in where
this program is at now as opposed
to two or three years ago. His overall
attitude has made it easy to count
on him as a leader by example for
his teammates."

bunch of individuals.

you, NBA
By CHRIS REINER
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

So it is the middle of November.
The warm, comfortable weather

of the summer has permanently
changed to a miserable, breathsmoking cold. Thanksgiving is soon
and waking up for that 7:40 a.m.
class is getting really old.
Look on the bright side; at least
the Blazers are getting their season

started. Brandon Roy looks like he
might have some semblance of a
healthy knee, and they might have
a decent shot at getting to the
second round this year.
But no, the National Basketball
Association (NBA) is in a lockout.

Just when watching LaMarcus
Aldridge throw down an alley-oop

dunk would really hit the spot, the
League decides to fail us. Imagine if
Regal Cinemas decided not to show
any movies because they could
not decide which ones they should
play. This is pretty ridiculous if you
ask me.

Being from Seattle, I've had
three years to prepare for what life
without the NBA feels like, and yes,
it is that bad. At least then I could

still watch Kobe score 81, see the
Blazers' historical comeback, and
w i t n e s s t h e H e a t f a i l i n t h e fi n a l s .

Now, we have nothing.
"I guess a lot more people are
going to be watching college bas
ketball this year," Chris Lumsden
said. "I like college basketball and
all, but the USA needs to hurry up

and figure it out."
It is true that college basketball
is going to be in the spotlight as the
NBA works to get their labor nego
tiations completed, and take it from
me; people are going to like what
they see. In this town though, there
is a special relationship with the
local professional team.
See NBA j page 8

SAAC introduces new cheer for basketball games: Interlude Dance
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R O S
Crescent Staff

Get ready to show off your ninja
robot and "Jersey Shore" fists pumps
at half time of Bruin basketball games.

The George Fox University Student-

Dance to George Fox. Originating at
the University of Northern Iowa, this

decorated confections.

ished the season.

I ciate the hard wotkxhat comes with

OSU.

more to the game than Just prettily

good support for me this year since

Connor Campbell, assistant

Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC)

their meal. However, there is much

and skill. The coaches have been a

coach and soccer alum, said, "Josh

sity of Oregon Ducks, U of 0, and
Oregon State University Beavers,
Here at George Fox University,
this rivalry is often supported by
students either choosing green or
orange cupcakes to accompany

sophomores on the team this year
impressed me with their composure

emphasis on teamwork and appre-

in terms of how she relates to the

Is. She inspires me in how she in
spires others."

My teammates have only
humbled me. The freshmen and

soccer ball with my feet. I like the

an exceptional gift for leadership

of what a Christian student athlete

How have the coaches impact
ed you? Teammates?

I w a s o n e o f t w o s e n i o r s w h o fi n

How many years have you
played for George Fox?

What do you see in the future
for your involvement with soccer?

Andy Hetherington, women's

season.

We n e e d

wishes to introduce the Interlude

dance became the famous half time

cheer for the student body at basket
ball games, and it gained YouTube

popularity. Choreographed to the
song Interlude by Attack Attack, the

dance has several simple moves. SAAC

members will demonstrate the dance
moves in a how-to-video that will be

accessible to George Fox students. Get
ready to interlude!
Step One:"Start the fire"

Step Two; Claps

Step Three: The Interlude

Fellowship of
Christian Athletes

Sunday nights at 8.pm. in
Wheeler

Step Four: Glitter Hands

Step Five; Ninja robot

Step Six;"Jersey Shore"fist pumps Step Seven: Revenge of the Interlude
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Lack of sport scholarships

Gluten-free alternative
for the holiday season

keeps some students away
JL

,

_

have to worry about paying the enormous

By CHRIS REIMER

bill for college.

Crescent Staff

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Cookie Recipe

These days everyone seems to be
allergic to something. As a camp coun
selor, I make sure kids with peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches do not
smear their peanut buttery hands ev
erywhere and cause one of the other
tion to the peanut substance.

Whether the food Is peanuts, shell
fish, dairy, or gluten, food allergies are
endless. However, gluten-free seems
to be the latest trend. And my three
roommates have Jumped on the band
wagon. Gluten is found in most wheat-

us are dairy intolerant. So, our refrig
erator is stocked with soy and almond
milk and our shelves are lined with

quinoa pasta and Udi's gluten free
bagels. Sometimes, it's difficult for all of
us to enjoy a tasty treat together, con

they can't pay for school," said Head Base

college football games on television with

athletic scholarships are allowed? Beyond

ball Coach Marty Hunter.

So why not just join a conference where

thousands of people in the stadiums. They
see an entire month dedicated to a single
championship tournament and they see

the fact that the reality on the west coast is
that there are simply less opportunities to

do so, the answer is that believe it or not,
George Fox cares just as much about its
reputation as a premier academic institu

major sports networks putting people on

the channel when they make a decision

about where they want to be educated.

tion as it does enjoying success in athletic

Given where the economy is at, it is
hard to blame kids, and even parents for
that matter, for pushing so hard to earn a
scholarship. While the cost of tuition keeps

Directions:

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees
Fahrenheit.

competition.

"It (the move to the Northwest Confer

ence) had more to do with changing con
ferences than anything else ... we wanted

soaring to new heights, the amount of

based foods and those who cannot

digest gluten have to avoid breads,
pastas and other wheat products.
In addition to the gluten-free
dietary needs in our apartment, it
doesn't make it any easier that two of

strive for is a scholarship to play a sport

in college. Children grow up watching

Ingredients:
1 cup of peanut butter
% cup of sugar
1 large egg lightly beaten
16 tsp baking soda
Va tsp salt
1 Vz teaspoon of vanilla extract

fellow campers to have an allergic reac

"We lose several kids a year who want
to come to school here but can't because

Young athletes are told from an early
age that the ultimate goal they need to

B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S

money people are earning is plummeting

to put together with universities that were

to depressing lows.

like us in that they were private, well re

While parents and students are faced
with the somewhat discouraging task of

spected schools who were in a relatively
close proximity to us," said Taylor. "The Dill
philosophy is that athletics is supposed to

Mix together the peanut butter, sugar,
egg, baking soda and salt.
With moistened hands, roll the dough
about one tablespoon at a time. Place on
an ungreased cookie sheet two inches

considering college affordability, it cannot

be surprising that students who wish to

be part of the academic experience instead
of being almost like a business like you see

continue playing sports for their college or
university are not overly concerned with
the hospitality of the institution, or how

apart.

at the D1 level."

Coach Hunter seems to enjoy the chal
lenge of having to recruit without the
benefit of having scholarships to give. "The
feeling of competition is the same at our
level as it is at a big school. Our kids feel

comfortable they will be once they have ac

Bake until golden and puffed about 12

cepted the scholarship for football or swim

to14 minutes.

ming.

For athletes deciding whether or not

sidering all our dietary needs. However,
we've run across a recipe for gluten and

to go to George Fox University, that ques
tion is one that simply cannot be ignored.
For the past 16 years, George Fox has been

dairy free peanut butter cookies.

as bad when we lose, and feel just as good
when we win. Our school itself, what we
offer culturally, what we offer academically,
that's what needs to appeal to the student.
At the end of the day we have the same
challenge as every other Dill school," said

a member of the Northwest Conference, an
NCAA Division lit league, which means that

the university does not have the ability to
offer athletic scholarships.

Hunter.

Craig Taylor, the current athletic director

Not giving athletic scholarships goes
against so much of what society says is
important, but how wrong can it be for a

at George Fox, attended the university as a
student, playing for both the baseball and
basketball teams through the assistance
of an athletic scholarship. Consequently,
Taylor has a unique perspective having

university to want Its student-athletes to

actually enjoy the student part?

gone through the transition from available

athletic scholarships to none at all.

'ft was an interesting change for me,

having played here myself on an athletic

NCAA

scholarship . . . but 1 think the situation

we're in right now is a pretty good one,"
said Taylor.

Division III

Without a doubt not being able to give
athletic scholarships makes recruiting that

ntMOMRnnMioi'MHtm

much more of a challenge for the coaches,
not having the advantage of being able to
tell a prospective athlete that they will not

These gluten and dairy free cookies can help those with dietary needs feel included.
Photo courtesy of GOOGLE IMAGES
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George Fox students travel to Los Angeles for SCORR discussions
of Multicultural Services. The team consists

By LEVI BOWERS
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Every year, Blola University hosts Student
Congress on Racial Reconciliation (SCORR).

This year, the conference will take place on
Feb. 25 and 26. Students from many different
Christ-centered schools send representatives
to participate in the discussions. This year,
the theme is "Your Kingdom Come." Accord
ing to Biola University's Web site, the func

of eight students: senior Krystle Halvorsen,
Juniors DeLisa Thomas and Drew Miller, soph
omore Francisca Machic Riscajche, and firstyear students Bailie Bowey, Eiissa Shinseki,
Julio Bautista and Stacy Halvorsen.
"It's unique among diversity conferences
because it is Christ-centered," said Yonemura.
In preparation for the conference, the team
meets once a week to discuss issues about

tion of SCORR is to direct "our attention to

diversity and the disconnections between

the Kingdom of God on earth as the basis for
Justice and reconciliation."

puses. Yonemura and GFU students also talk

George Fox University has its own group
of SCORR students who are organized under
the leadership of Shelley Yonemura, director

cultures often experienced on college cam

about different ways to make others under
stand that culture is not limited to whether

one is considered a minority, but takes into

consideration the student's entire back

her time.

ground of experiences that may be diverse
from others on campus.

During the Christmas season, the team is

planning a candy-gram service. In addition,

"It's hard for me to see different perspec

they are going to start "Tamale Tuesdays" in
which
they sell tamales to the student body.
it helps me to see and understand different There has also been some discussion on
tives. I like being a part of the team because

cultures," said Shinseki.

doing a Burgerville fundraiser.

In addition to engaging in conversations
to prepare for the ideas of the conference, the

To learn more about the SCORR confer
ence, go to Biola's Web site (biola.edu) and

SCORR team has also been working hard to
raise funds Jo attend the annual conference.

click on SCORR 2011." If you are interested in
learning more about SCORR, you would like
the opportunity to Join, or you would like to
find out more information about the confer
ence that will take place next year, contact

On Oct. 30, the team went to Oregon State
University and volunteered at a race Between

now and February, the GFU SCORR group wil
be helping at other races where they receive
S20 for every person who volunteers his or

Yonemura at syonemura@georgefox.edu.

Music Department to offer "Tidings of Comfort and Tov"
By yA L A
B
E XL
I SECX
H RI IS
S T OC
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C r e s c e n t S t a ff

The lights in Bauman are dim

as the audience is surrounded by
members of George Fox's concert
choir, singing "Silent Night." Inside,
candles are flickering, creating an
ambiance that sets the mood for the
Christmas concert.

This is a picture of the yearly
Christmas concert, the pinnacle
of the music department's hard
work throughout the year. The start

of Christmas is ushered In by the
chimes of music echoing from the
Bauman auditorium.

Planning for the holiday concert

begins as soon as the previous year's

concert ends. Loren Wenz, the choir

director, and Patrick Vandehey, the
band director, plan the event years
in advance. Together, Wenz and

TVandehey
O P H Eselect
RSO
N from
V a ndiffer
d e h e v"Each
s e l(concert]
e c t mhas
u sgotten
ic from diffpr- "Farh lrr^n^ar^^ k,,. ^ T
music
ent eras and different parts of the
better. The bar keeps rising," says
world as they search to find music
that has not been heard before.

This year, the Christmas concert

features an African processional
called isseh, as well as a piece from
the 1940s that has never been per
formed at George Fox. Men and

Vendehey. Both Vandehey and
Wenz hope this year's offering is
the best they have ever produced.
The Christmas concert opens
on Dec. 9 and 10 at 7:30 p.m. and

•.

Dec. 11 at 2 p.m. in the Bauman
auditorium.

f

e

-

-

fi .

•

'

r

,

S.

women in the choir each have

a feature piece and dancers will

be making an appearance in the
concert as well.

Additionally, Wenz and Van

dehey draw the year's theme from

a popular Christmas carol. For

performances. Tickets
are available online or at

example, last year's theme was "It
Came Upon A Midnight Clear." This
year's concert, "Tidings of Comfort

the Box Office, located at
the Information Desk in

and Joy," promises to be as excep

tional of an achievement as concerts
past.

■■■

Students may redeem
one complimentary
ticket for any of the three

Stevens.

?

V

▼

^

y

^

Men

A Midnight Clear."
Photo by GEORGE FOX
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Fawn and Feather: The imagined worlds of Rachel MoreU
production assistant for the
Circus shoot. Tim Johnson,
a Cinema and Media Com
munications student who

was on Jonathan's ResLife
s t a ff , fi l m e d a b e h i n d - t h e scene video.

"In a selfish way [living
on campus] gives me
access to awesome, cre

ative people," Rachel says.
Apart from her artistic col
laborations with students,
Rachel has come to ap

preciate her unconven
tional living situation—a
freshman dorm, which she
calls the "hub-bub of life."

She and Jonathan enjoy
meals at the Bon often and

always seem to have stu

dents in their apartment.
For Rachel, George Fox is a

Calejobson shows his muscles as the "strong man" In Rachel's circus-themed shooc
Photo by HEATHER ESPANA
By TYLER ZIMMERMAN

And for Rachel, Fawn and Feather isn't

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

"It's too much" Rachel, the art director

and photographer of Fawn and Feather says.
Heather, her partner agrees, adding a disap
pointed "shame,"as Rachel^folds up her handsewn banner of circus flags and stuffs them
back into her reusable grocery bags. Rachel
doesn't need to step back from the crumbling
brick wall of Chapters Books and Coffee to

know that the photos in the candy-red frames
are enough to get people's attention.

For her first Friday opening, Rachel has
hung photos from five different shoots, each

theme unique. There are the "Woodland
Creatures," three beautiful George Fox stu
dents drinking tea and posing in the snowy
forest of Mount Hood. In another, "Lost Boys,"
as she calls it, a group of Peter Pan-inspired
college men act like boys who never grew up,
in a field in the Willamette Valley.
The characters in her photographs are
clothed in hand-sewn costumes, pieced

together from treasures she has found at
thrift stores and garage sales, places Rachel
loves to frequent, "i love thrifting," she says,
"—trying to see what I can create from what
already exists." Rachel's aesthetic is all-encom
passing, from the location, to the set designs,
to the makeup—Rachel, like C.S. Lewis or J.K.
Rowling, is a world creator.
Fawn and Feather's latest endeavor, a chil

dren's circus photo series, features Rachel's
thrifty creations throughout. In preparation
for the shoot, she constructed a big-top tent
and sewed costumes for five children, includ

ing a lion, a strongman and a ringmaster.
Down to the handmade cotton candy, Ra

chel's innovative personality is clear: "It has
to be a part of me, from my imagination," she
says. "I love seeing a world in my head and
then sharing it with people."

about the end product—it is about the
process for everybody involved. "Ultimate
ly," Rachel explains, "the goal Is that people
would want to have the experience, not just a
pretty photo album afterwards."

She found her love of the photography
experience three summers ago when she

brought her friends together for her 28th
birthday. "I told everybody what to wear

and we drove out to a field," Rachel remem

bers. She and eight of her friends spent the
afternoon pretending to be flower children
from the 1970s. They played guitar, spread
out on blankets, and sat on the hood of an

abandoned bus, as Jonathan, her husband,

snapped photos. "It was a blast," says Rachel,
"even before we saw any pictures, we were
happy we did it."

"Even before we saw any

pictures, we were happy

easy being the only 'adult'
around.

"It's

taken

me

about four years to get

Sadie Olson as a deer in the woodland creatures shooL

to a place where I feel like
1 belong." Every year, new
students move in and the old students move

out. "It's weird," says Rachel. But over the

years, she and Jonathan have found lasting
community in the other Area Coordinators on

campus. "No one else really gets what it's like

to live on a college campus, and I have found
such beautiful friendship in the other ACs."
For Rachel, this community has changed
her perspective on living next door to stu
dents and she has come to love it "most of

the time." According to Rachel, "My ID card
says guest, but I really see myself as part of

P h o c o b y H E AT H E R E S PA N A

her next photo shoots. For Rachel, Fawn and
Feather represents her ability to use creativ

ity to bring people together. She would love
to be published or hired to shoot editorial
spreads, but her wildest dreams for Fawn and

Feather are not to make it big necessarily.
"I think I'll know when I have really accom
plished something when I own an airstream
trailer full of costumes and I just show up to

"le-year-old's parties and give their friends an
incredibly memorable experience!' she says.
Rachel's work will be displayed in Chap
ters through the end of November.

When she isn't eating in the Bon, going
on RA staff retreats, or screen-printing Main

Event T-shirts, Rachel creates and dreams for

we did it."

She and her husband, Jonathan Morell,

live and work out of their apartment in Pen

nington, where Jon works as the Area Coordi

nator. In their windowless spare room, Rachel
creates and edits. On the walls hang hats,

wigs, fake deer antlers, and more recycled
costume pieces. Their closet, affectionately
referred to as "the tickle trunk," is bursting

with so many costumes and accessories they
have a hard time closing the sliding door.

Jonathan and Rachel know how to dress

up for any occasion: Halloween, a Portland
Zombie Walk or any George Fox activity they
attend with their resident assistants.

The couple attributes their love of imagi
nation and dress up to their respective

typical photographer and she even refers po

parents; both of them grew up with creative

Heather Espaha, when clients are not seeking
her imaginative flair for their photos. Rachel
is more than a photographer—she offers a

love the free toilet paper."
But Rachel explains
it hasn't always been so

this community"

Rachel stresses to others she is not a

tential clients to her friend and collaborator.

place of instant community,
something she doesn't take
for granted, adding "and I

and dedicated families.

For many of the shoots, Rachel solic
its the help of eager students she has met
while living on campus. Stephanie Grosse,

Rachel Morell as a hippie from her birthday photoshoot.
P h o t o b y J O N AT H A N M O R E L L

who lived on Penn 2 last year, worked as the

bigger picture.

Film project receives funding from community
By JESSICA STANTON
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Lights, Camera, Action. Words every

producer and director long to hear. But pro

duction for a film, short or long, is not free.

Producing a film is not free from needing

time, vision and funding.

During pre-production for a film, the
location, scheduling, bathrooms, parking,
and food all have to be considered when

lugging around camera gear and a crew for
12-hour stretches of back-to-back shooting

for the Ideal shot. During production, the
producer is hands-on the entire time.

Prior to pre-production, a prospectus

from the CMCO department and any other
additional funding must be sought from

t h e fi l m .

outside contributors.

Hoffman, smiling. Producing is what Hoffman
loves to do. She loves the organizational side

Having a total budget of $555.00 and
needing an additional $355.00 after the
CMCO contribution, Johnson and Hoffman
went fundraising with their prospectus.
The pair began fundraising on Nov. 20 by

asking the local car dealerships in town. When
asked to be a sponsor, Newberg Ford stepped
up to the plate and funded the remainder

"We had great favor with fundraising," said
of film that Involves the paperwork, pointing
out "that is the number one key to producing,
organization,"she says.

Alongside having a film producer, working
with a passionate director helps enable the
film to reach full potential and both Hoffman
and Johnson agree that working with each
other has made filming possible.

a written document providing background

Johnson said "Paul [Paul Pappas, E-Commerce Sales Director from Newberg Ford]
really understood our vision and passion for
the film and has truly gone up and beyond to

what producer Carissa Hoffman,

help us with this film."
Sponsoring the film 'entitles Newberg
Ford to a mention in the credits, a completed
copy of the film on DVD and a tax deduction.

"Pushing 80" is not the first film pro
duced by Hoffman that has received funding.
Her film "Beautiful" was sponsored by the
Newberg Youth Outreach center.
Both "Pushing 80" and "Beautiful" will be

information on the film, budget costs and
ways businesses can get involved. Writing
a prospectus for the film "Pushing 80 is
Photo courtesy

Meyer, are given a contribution of $200.00

Hoffman said she was unsure about Ford

funding the film, however she and Johnson
had a great conversation with Pappas and
when they called back. Ford wanted to fund

$355.00 of the budget for "Pushing 80." ^

is sometimes drawn up to find partners to
help fund the film's budget. A prospectus is

The film crew for "Pushing 80

of thefilm's budget.
George Fox students enrolled in the Pro
ducing and Directing class, taught by Matt

SfanddriectorTm
i Johnson,seno
i r,dd
i

facebook find a sponsor to donate for the remainder

entered in the George Fox University Fox Film
Festival In March.
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New party: Could the Occupy Movement and the Tea Party unite?
B y D AV I D S P E A R S
Guest Contributor

I have a novel idea. The Tea

This idea is not as illegitimate
as it first sounds, despite the one
night stand. In fact, there might

be something to this idea. The

ment should turn on a little Barry

Tea Party: "Our government has
been fiscally irresponsible and is

Manilow, pour some Courvoisier,
and proceed to get it on. After

abusing its authority to levy taxes

Party and the Occupy Move

a wild and crazy night of jungle
love—and nine months, we can all

welcome nature's happy little ac
cident. What exactly would we be
welcoming, you ask? The birth of a
new political party.

in the name of special interest."
The Occupy Movement: "Corporate
America is being irresponsible in
the markets so a few at the top can
benefit."Yes, I know each group Is a
so-called "fringe movement," on the
extremes of the left and the right,

but, whether they know it or not,
they are arguing basically the same
point to the two institutions that
make up America—"Stop being so
damn irresponsible!"

party that does not see taxes as the
government's inalienable right to
play one interest against the other.
Maybe this new party can hold the

The American government and
our market is still the envy of much
of the world. I say this not out of
a vain American pride, but with a

Joe and his dog easy access to

humble thankfulness for what my
father and his father built. The Tea

Party and the Occupy Movement
have each lined the curbs of our
Main Streets and Wall Street to

point out that we are

destroying our inheri

tance little by little.
The simple truth they
have stumbled upon
is that both our gov
ernment and our cor

social conditions"?

Maybe, like the
hope of ail parents,
this child of the two
movements can be the
best of each. We could
avoid the extremes of

libertarian no govern
ment or socialist no

markets and provide
some

real

concrete

policy. Maybe we can
form a new political

Chapman Square housed hundreds of Occupy Pordand protesters last week.
Photo by TYLER ZIMMERMAN | The Crescent

Friends and Football
B y D AV I D S P E A R S
Guest

Special Forces and Special Teams. Is it
that hard to imagine the bitter clash

Contributor

If you have spent any time on

of linemen on fourth down being that

G e o r g e F o x ' s w e b s i t e r e c e n t l y, y o u

much different than clash of hoplites
and Immortals on the bloody ground
ofThermopylae?

might have noticed a few subtle hints

that football is coming back to George
Fox. As a student of ail things political,
i have a simple question to ask: can
Quakers play football?
This is a legitimate question al

though you may not at first under
stand my meaning. I don't mean to
ask if Quakers are fast enough, smart
enough, or tough enough. I mean to
ask if Quakers can play a game that is
a scale model for war. i don't throw out
this correlation between football and

warfare haphazardly. I've come to it
through experience.
They don't give out bachelor's

degrees, masters, or Ph.D.'s for combat,
but if they did, I have earned a masters

degree from one of the toughest
schools

"College Is a blessing

that not everyone gets
the chance to enjoy...

Could you really put

a price tag on each of
these experiences?"

Football

cherishes

the

same

heroism as combat does. It teaches the

individual speed, cunning, aggression,
and above all the violence of action.

Who ever heard of a peacemaking line
backer or a meek running back? They
would never get "drafted." Examine the

terminology; a long pass is "throwing
the bomb" and a short pass is a "quick
strike" across the middle. If you catch
your enemy's leader behind his "line" it
is a "sack"—as in the sacking of Rome in
AD 410. You need a running back that
"attacks the lanes"and a safety who can
"intercept." Football has co-opted the
terminology of the battlefield.
It is no accident then that many of
ficers in the U.S. Army are ex-footballers
who did not advance to the profes
sional level. It is no accident that Gen.

Douglas MacArthur and Vince Lombardi were friends. Football and war are

two sides of a coin that differ in degree,
not

nature.

By reintroducing football in 2013 is
George Fox reintroducing the martial
spirit to our campus? I wonder what
the George Fox would think of that. I

the Red Baron. I digested Clausewitz' On War when I was fifteen. I

went on to graduate from two
sniper schools in the U.S. Army, I
killed my first enemy combatant

when I was twenty-four, and by
t w e n t y - fi v e I h a d g a r n e r e d a
$10,000 price on my head dead or
alive. Yes, I have some experience
to compare football to warfare.
Football is just the game form
of war. It might even be the most

advanced game of warfare we

have—short of actually spilling
blood. There is an offense and a

defense in football, just as in war.
Both are run by command, from

generals outside the melee, in sky
boxes and on sidelines. You have

Lt.'s and you have QB's. You have

Sadly, after reading up to this
point In my article, a high school
civics student is already planning

to write a response to point out the
folly of my idea and to bring up the
undisputed axiom of American pol

extremes of the left and

the right, but whether
they know it or not, they
are arguing basically the
same point to the two

of taxes without.all the gamesman
ship and sleight of hand.
Maybe this new party can
realize American does not really
need to define its place in the
world by having the most F-22 jets
as possible. Maybe the party will
come to see corporations aren't
actually people and don't need to
be allowed unlimited rights to give
campaign funds in the name of free
speech. Maybe this new party will
be able to see past its polling for
the next election.

And maybe, just maybe, this
new party will even be so bold as

itics: a third vote is a wasted vote.

And yet, what the guy in dreadlocks
who has not showered for a week,

and the guy who dresses up like
Benjamin Franklin are each trying
to tell you is, you have already
wasted your vote.
Obama has not turned hope
into American peace and pros

perity. Boehner has not saved
our economy. It Is time to brave
something new. Herman Cain has
skyrocketed to the top of the GOP
primary race not on good looks,
but because he has brought a new
idea to the table. That freshness

has excited the right. We, as Ameri

cans, can^hink even bigger and try
out more than just a new idea and
a new face. Why not a new party?
It was a new system that elected
George Washington; it was a new
party that elected Abraham Lincoln.
We could use something new about
now, even if it is a love child.

Thank goodness Thanksgiving
is still simple
candy as possible or getting that
awesome video game that just

By LEVI BOWERS
Crescent Staff

I walk into a store, it doesn't

matter which one because they
are all the same in this regard,
and am immediately surrounded
by Christmas decoration of all
kinds. It is the beginning of No
vember! I buy what I came for
and stalk out fuming.
I do not have anything
against Christmas; I love it, but I
hate how it overshadows Thanks

giving. It almost seems that the

only reason people remember

to celebrate Thanksgiving is
because it has been about a year
since they last saw their relatives
and feel the need to get togeth

came

out.

Conversely, Thanksgiving is
a yearly event that has barely
changed; technology aside. Fam
ilies come together for fellowship

"It almost seems

that the only reason
people remember to
celebrate Thanksgiving
is because it has been

about a year since they
last saw their relatives
and feel the need to

er, watch football, and eat lots of

get together...."

food; an event that can happen

those of you who are long dis
tance runners, this is small po
tatoes. You could do it in your
sleep. On the other hand, there
is me. I did track in high school,
but 1 was a sprinter so running a
little over three miles was quite
the accomplishment for me.
How did this make me thank

ful? I did not die, always a good
thing; I was able to have a good
time with my runner friends; and

I now have a great story about
how my cousin and I decided

to run a race on Thanksgiving
morning.

Thanksgiving is a holiday to
make memories. Whether it is

running a race or winning that
backyard football game, it is a
holiday about sharing joy with
your family.

any day of the year.

In the spirit of Thanksgiv

ing, though, I am thankful. I am
thankful that Thanksgiving has
not become as commercialized
as Christmas or even Halloween.

Society has shaped these two

giants of merriment into holidays
about getting; getting as much

w o n d e r i f h e w a s a b a i l e r.

around—Iraq. I first started my
study of warfare when I was eleven
by reading the autobiography of

bomb Iran.

'fringe movement', on the

America."

To c -

deavor than building another base
in Afghanistan or being the first to

'...each group is a so-called

common good. Would
the novel thing that
de

Boeing could come along too. This

would be a far more impressive en

with the housing market. Maybe we
can figure out how to make compa
nies like GE pay a reasonable share

institutions that make up

struck

cans could build a base on the
moon and be the first to send
humans to Mars—Google and

credit and playing Russian roulette

better stewards of the

queville about America
still be our "equality of

great things again. Maybe Ameri

banks accountable for giving every

porations need to be

most

to dream about Americans doing

stated in the name, it seems that

Sure, maybe the local Walgreens has been taken over by
fancy lights of red and greens and
Santa signs, but do I really want

it is still forgotten.

t o s e e i t fi l l e d w i t h f a l l c o l o r e d

Last year, I found a great
way to be thankful. My cousin

lights and inflatable turkeys? No.

and feasting. Yet, even though
the main idea of the holiday is

and 1 signed up to run a 5K the

1 am thankful that Thanksgiving
can just be simple.

morning of Thanksgiving. To

Prepare to be launched... the downside of Black Friday
By ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON
Crescent Staff

Black Friday. Ah what a phrase.
We don't commonly think of Fri
day's as black do we? Unless we're

thinking of Rebecca Black's song.
But in this case, (and thank good
ness for it) we aren't. I'm writing
about Black Friday, that bleak, ma
terialistic, animalistic day right after
Thanksgiving.

It's strange isn't it that a day
like Black Friday, where the whole
focus is tcvspend as much money
as you can, save as much as you

can and wake up as early as you can
to spend and save, is the day after
Thanksgiving, a day devoted to
giving thanks for what we have and

what we are blessed with. Oxymoronicmuch?

Thanksgiving is one of my

favorite holidays for a number of

reasons. Big family gatherings, lots
of delicious food, leftovers for miles.

Some of my best family memories
take place during Thanksgiving.
There was always something about
Thanksgiving... the start of the

Holiday season, celebrating family

and love and peace and Jesus. And
while that all sounds like unicorns

and fairy dust, there are a lot of

beautiful moments that happen
during this Holiday time of year.
Black Friday just dampers the
beauty. Not only does it place a
huge emphasis on shopping, (which

in our crazed materialistic culture,
we certainly don't need more of), it

worships getting a good deal and
in turn worships a lifestyle puppeteered by the drive to get MORE.
Buy one, get one half off. Buy two.

get one free. A free bag with your

purchase. It an ingenious selling
strategy actually. Give more to sell

see on Black Friday almost always
invoke injuries. Is it worth it? Is
America so desperate that we will

forget the things we were thankful

"...while that all sounds

like unicorns and fairy
dust, there are a lot

of beautiful moments

that happen during this
Holiday time of year."
m o r e .

There isn't much depth in shop
ping. I doubt shopping the enter

tainment section of Best Buy could

invoke deep conversation. Adding
to that, the anatomy of crowds,
especially super big ones that we

for, only a day before, to go shop

to cater to our own selfish, worldly,
materialistic desire? What a sad start
to the holiday season...
I can't blame all of America I
guess. Not everyone out there is

a materialistic, shopping crazed

animaL.My best friend for example,

an avid Black Friday shopper. But

still one of the most selfless girls I
know. I don't ever shop with her on
Black Friday though.

My version of Black Friday in

volves listening to Christmas music

while I sit on my couch in yoga
pants shopping for Christmas pres
ents online for all the people 1 was
thankful for yesterday.
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joe: Is Starbucks our most ethical choice?

By KASEY CARTER
Crescent Staff

I love coffee. If it was legal | ^nd sustainable
would marry coffee and forgo the 11 "''"'''"n. if the coffee olan 'torn the

n
i evtiabe
l datn
i g drama
' ^and° get 9°^' =11o
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at Starbucks.

myself hitched to a dark steamy cup eal" ad d " ="d =thiof Joe. Okay, so I'm not delusional

Starbucks is concerned with

anytime soon, but I do love coffee
and .more
than, that,
Iiam
Invested
..
,
'
nvested

However, the company is also

and I wont be marrying a liquid more whether producing ethical products.
<<\a/
in whether my fabulous experience
Can be proud thaf

wh
t, t,mrm
f gesonh
teexpeerinceh
teCOmpanyVoduSnl
of others.

concerned with continuing their
current relationships.
According to Hoots, "If we con
verted to 100% Fair Trade Certi
fied™ coffee, we would have to

The Bruin Den proudly serves the coffee we drink botfi break long-standing relationships
Starbucks coffee, and rightly so
in the Den and In the with many farmers." Often, farms
We can be proud that the company Bon is...'committed to do not become Fair certified due

producing the coffee we drink both
in the Den and in the Bon is, ac
cording to Ryan F.'from Starbucks
Customer Relations, "committed to

making all of our coffee
ethically sourced.'"

to their expansive size or are simply
not part of a cooperative, a collec
tive of coffee producers.
credible sweetness is why I drink

sourced."

Starbucks. The fact that Starbucks

possibly be fair or even ethically

works to produce fairly traded and
ethically sound products is a won
derful perk that gives me a sense

fee has the FairTrade stamp on it,
Rumors abound that Starbucks cof
or
that it is produced by a company
coffee is so corporate that it can't that "contributels] to the long-term
produced. Surprise: it is. "We have

set a goal that by 2015, all of our

coffee will be third-party verified or
certified through C.A.F.E. Practices,
Fair Trade or another program," said
Ryan F.

According to the Fair Trade Web

success for farmers and positive

environmental impact through our

eBBB8

Bold coffee mixed with in

making all of our coffee ethicaily-

it

••

of world awareness when I drink
it. So what is the cost of Fair Trade

Farmer Support Centers, farmer
loans, social programs and forest
carbon programs?"said Ryan F.

coffee? Ethical coffee? For this girl,
f will continue to be discerning in

Even though Starbucks doesn't
"always purchase Fair Trade Certi

now, includes Starbucks.

the type of coffee I drink, which for
The coffee options in the Bruin Den

fied™ our goal is to always buy

Photo by ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON| The Crescent

Misadventures in cat shopping

adrenaline-filled day, we plopped

responsibility of another living
being, something depending on
me, and I decided she had to go.
My roommate and I together
looked at the evidence; allergies,

green with a weedy overgrown
yard, the house numbers nearly in
visible on the mailbox. Through the

the ripped up carpet, and dirt-

our new kitten down on the papa
san chair In our apartment—where
cats aren't technically allowed to

streaked walls. We had to help the

live.

small blonde woman search for the

grimy front windows I could see

with me. Big thrill-seekers that we

a mass of blonde hair wrangling

kitten, because she was running
around the house, trying to escape

are, we headed to Starbucks
to do homework. As we
drove to a distant Star

a wirey, barking lab. My room-

the noise and the people. We
found her hiding behind

The first morning I woke up to
tiny mewing under my bed three
hours before my alarm should
have gone off. I tried to get her
to come out, maybe cuddle with
me, I just needed her to stop the
cryingl I ended up laying under the
bed trying to coax her out, but she
stayed just out of reach, needless to
say I was frustrated. What followed
was and
a week
meow\rvg
morn' ings
the of
terrifying
feeling
of

B y Tr i s h F u l l e r
Guest Contributor

Last Monday I convinced my
roommate to take a "mental day"

the washer, amidst three

bucks {hoping to avoid any

litter boxes and piercing

professors or classmates),

barks from two hyper labs
just outside a sliding glass

we began contemplating
the idea of getting a kitten.

d o o r.

A t fi r s t o u r c o n v e r s a t i o n

With the frightened

was outrageous, accusing
a maternal need to care for

kitten In our arms, we
backed toward the door,

something on our desire

seeking escape; a reprieve

for a kitten, eventually we

from the dank smell and
state of the house. Back in

turned the conversation

the car, shaking kitten on
my lap, we journeyed to

serious... we were going
to do this.

Petco and then Walmart,

We arrived at Starbucks
with two ideas in mind,
c o f f e e a n d k i t t e n . T h e fi r s t

Nita the kitten on our couch

desire satisfied, we opened

stalked up on cat food, a
litter box and toys.
I

carried

the

buyers remorse. Asa senior, looking
at graduation and life changes,
I started to freak out about the

By BARBARA ROBERTSON

stepped through the doorway.

The rancid smell of too many

out a toy that is a stick with a string

new, but it seems, generally speak

dogs and cats In one place over

and an angry bird (like the game)

ing, to be reserved for the very

whelmed us. The dim Interior of

attached to the end.

young and intelligent. As such, I
expect that at least a few readers

the house merely highlighting

After an excruciatingly long and

cently. This idea is not necessarily

will be practitioners of this trendy
notion.

If not, it is quite easy to become

Getting what you paid for... or not
By HEATHER DeROSA
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

We have all heard it and we

have all thought it: "I'm paying

$30,000 a year and this is it?" Well,
according to the George Fox Univer

We have great faculty—professors
who know us by cur first names.

George Fox is a unique place.
No, we are not getting our money's

We have a great spiritual life team
that keeps our campus centered in

housing. Yes, we could buy things

Christ. Finally, our campus is full of
people who savor every penny we

, as well as the relationships they
sity Web site, tuition, room, board pay
build with us.
and other miscellaneous fees make

worth when it comes to food and
we do not need if we did not have

to pay tuition every year. However,
we are paying for things that are

priceless. Relationships.

College is a blessing that not

Community. Being Known.
Next time you get frustrated

$40,000 a year, or nearly $200,000 Think of all the friendships you have
over four years, you could buy established on your floor. Think of

that your meal in the Bon is not
living up to the price you paid or
your heater won't turn on in your

the cost per year closer to $38,430.
Think about this: for close to

a decent house in the Portland

everyone gets the chance to enjoy.
all the great conversations you have

suburbs or your very ov/n Lambo
rghini.

However, we have all chosen

to spend our money wisely on a
college degree.

Paying a seemingly hefty sum

for tuition each year does not mean

George Fox owes us anything, or

that we are entitled to do what we
want around camps because we

dorm, think of the experiences

you've developed over that meal, or

"College is a blessing that
not everyone gets the
chance to enjoy... Could

you really put a price
tag on each of these
experiences?"

pay good money to be students

the countless nights your room has
been filled with laughter amongst

these experiences.

in most college students' arsenals
of studying techniques, the task
should be easy.

Finally, and most importantly,
after finding and studying this un
doubtedly remarkable example of
entertainment and Instruction, you

preaching to their brilliant, un

liant than their predecessors, will
of course realize the importance
of not becoming opinionated old
people and Immediately attempt

to be more open-minded than the
previous generation. Most likely, the

"That generation, by virtue
of being younger and
more brilliant than their

predecessors, will of course

realize the important of
not becoming opinionated
old people..."

Yes, you heard me correctly.

owe us anything in return. Simply

do so is biased, close-minded and

pay that tuition bill and enjoy these
years. Not everyone is as fortunate

distinctly uncool. By not forming
an opinion, you are able to freely

on things like college tuition. Few

What was I thinking.

must not form an opinion about it.

a personal opinion on anything. To

less than satisfying?

pensive private schools around.

ment. Since this is a common tool

George Fox campus, nor does Fox

tag: they are priceless.

George Fox is one of the less ex

uate your chosen form of amuse

thinker you must not actually form

So what if we pay $9,000 a year
to live in a dorm room with the

Here's a little food for thought.

This should be relatively simple, as
we are living on a college campus.
Those having trouble may want to
check the library.
Second, you must critically eval

We do not own any part of the

their communities like we do at
George Fox. it is time we remem
ber that the experiences we have
shared far exceed the $38.430 price

had over a medo
i cre mealn
i the
carpet coming up? So what if ws « Think of vour favorite profes^hnwheorshe has been a
pay $1,875 for a meal plan that is

other idea-driven form of media.

In order to be a fashionable free

people get the chance to enjoy

here.

one with just a few simple steps.
First, you must find some new piece
of art, literature, poetry, music or

your closest friends.

as we are to be spending money

of at least another weekend with
the kitten.

children do not bother listening to
their parents v)hen they begin lec
turing their opinions at them, so
the parents become sad, angry, and
bitter people living in retirement
homes and complaining about the
latest generation.
That generation, by virtue
of being younger and more bril

kitten caught my eye so I called the

We arrived at the house, forest

The ad went up on Craigslist
and I got a response that day, a
lady with a family and two boxers
started texting me. She was sup
posed to come get the kitten at 1 -.30
p.m. and at 3-.30 \ figured sV\e wasr\'t
coming, and settled in with the idea

An Interesting Idea has begun
to pop up in college students re

clawing my chest the whole time.
We picked out food and I picked

sounded nice enough, so we made
plans to pick up the kitten.

home.

tainted children. Of course, most

mate warned me, "don't go into
that house." I rolled my eyes and

number.The voice on the other line

w e d e c i d e d t o fi n d h e r a d i f f e r e n t

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

kitten

around Walmart, her scared paws

paying for her needs, the meowing,
the responsibility, the mess, and

The opinion in opinions

sllst. An ad for a 10 week old female

our lap tops and pulled up Craig-

w e a r e n ' t a l l o w e d t o h a v e h e r,

change your mind and personal
belief system to believe whatever

seems best to you at any given
m o m e n t .

Of course, many people as they
gradually grow older find them
selves giving in to the urges and
opinions of the masses, becom
ing sad, angry and frustrated in
dividuals who spend all their time

open-minded generation will have
approximately the same success
rate as the older one.

Of course, it is not necessary to
fall into this pitfall in the first place.
If you manage to retain your ability
to not form opinions on anything,
a wide range of possibilities opens
up before you. You could become
a great politician, a lawyer, an ency
clopedia on unbiased knowledge or
a lunatic in the Insane asylum.
H o w e v e r , e v e n i f t h a t fi n a l

option seems likely, do not let it

worry you. After all, insanity is just
someone's biased opinion of you.
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Lip Syncing in action A Cozy Christmas Carol
By CHARLES ALLEN
Guest Contributor

"I bet it's that place where all the

lights and people are." My first words

as I approach the Chehalem Cultural
Center to see the Valley Repertoire
Theatre adaptation of A Christmas
Carol.

It was a delight to pick up the

program and see many familiar Bruin
names, both past and present; Ben
Tissell, Rommie Christiansen, Alanna

Archibald, my apartment-mate Jay
Eyestone and Aaron Swor. A cozy
little pocket auditorium, with seats
for little more than fifty people—but
the smallness of it only pushed you
closer to the stage, right into the
brisk, cold streets of 19th century
London.

There was never a play that
sucked you in more. Carols hummed
as the Londoners strolled about the

beautiful stage, accents and all; and
the imaginary "fourth wall" separat
ing audience from actor disappeared.
Because of the closeness to the

stage, I was basically sitting at the
dining room table of Bob Cratchit,
or in Scrooge's office at a desk. The

special effects also enclosed the au
dience in Charles Dickens' world;

bells tolled the hour all around us,

'Bieber Fever" top,"Back N Sync" above,"Two-By-Four" below.
Photos by TYLER ZIMMERMAN ] The Crescent

and when the ghost of Jacob Marley
entered, chains rattled and clanged
like doomsday.
One of my favorite scenes was

the party at the house of Fred,
Scrooge's nephew. Tissell (as Fred)
and his blushing wife entertained

T

their guests on Christmas Eve with a

game of "Yes and No." Only Fred and

i

his bride were on stage, but actors
were tucked away behind us, so it
was almost like we were guests our
selves; and Tissell led the game with
great enthusiasm.

.

Swor stole the hearts of the au

dience with his merry and lovable

f

^

portrayal of the Ghost of Christmas

CIVIL

WAR:

Continued from page 3

Photo by VALLEY REPERTOIRE THEATRE

Present, and Eyestone charmed the
stage as he slipped effortlessly in and
out of roles such as Peter, "Ignorance"
and the suave Young Scrooge.
Stephen Pick and Rommie Chris
tiansen as the Cratchits and the Fez-

ziwigs, both acted and narrated the
tale, balancing carefree antics at
parties and touching moments at the

That means that aside from

Continued from page 3

the players, there are thou

"I'm excited for (the
had a hard season, but
the Ducks seem to have

had an okay one. But I am
biased toward the ducks,"

universities have been

said George Fox junior

dueling for the title in an

Jason Wilson.

annual football match.

Though the game
takes place in the midst of
George Fox's Thanksgiv
ing break, don the green
or orange, grab a cupcake,
and support your team to
help carry on the tradition
of the Oregon Civil War.

have

their

winning and losing
streaks as they vie for the
coveted title as winners.

As documented by the
Sports Network, the U of

ready for the onset of Christmas
Spirit. It's officially Christmas now,
people. God bless us. everyone/

NBA: NBA season lockout

was over a century ago in
1894 when the game was
titled, the State Champi
onship. Ever since, the two

teams

torium feeling merry and touched,

behind at 46.

game]. The Beavers have

From that first game,

The play ended on a cheerful
carol at the Cratchit household, and
the audience loved it. I left the audi

O leads with 57 wins, OSU

the Ducks and Beavers

both

death ofTinyTim.

sands more out of work.
in the Seattle area so I kind

of Just follow the Blazers
because everyone else does
here... It seems like people
here really follow Just them
and not really the NBA as a
whole," Lumsden points out.
What

makes

matters

worse is that this lockout

Photos by SHARAYAH GRACIANI | The Crescent

sity students are feeling the
impact of the unemploy
ment trickle-down effect. "I

was going to start an intern
ship working for the Blazers,
but

now

I

can't

do

that

because of the lockout that's

going on," says CarlyHalverson. "1 don't know what I'm

goes beyond simply not
being able to put off study
ing for two hours to watch

going to do now."

a basketball game. The

the Blazers. After all, the

NBA provides jobs and a

Ducks are not known for

livelihood for thousands of

Basketball photos from Saturday night's game

Even George Fox Univer

"I grew up a Sonics fan

people across the country.

Just like Seattle needs
the Sonics, Portland needs

their basketball program,
now are they?

